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QUESTION 1:
What are the advantages of an external syslog server Vs data log files (Choose
three):
A. External backup of logs in case of malicious activity
B. Guaranteed delivery of logs
C. Multiple indexing and searching of logs
D. Ability to see more information and select what outputs including internal facility and
severity fields?
E. Allows a user to see Object ID
Answer: A,C,D
Incorrect answers:
B - There is no guarantee of delivery. The NAP could be down, or the syslog daemon
failed.
E - You will not see Object ID's. What you would be able to see is the remote device IP
and hostname.
QUESTION 2:
You want to live messages in the log file. What command would you use via clish
(Choose one):
A. Vi -e /var/log/messages
B. Tail -200 /var/db/messages
C. Tail - t /var/log/messages |more
D. Fw log -nft
E. Tail -f /var/log/messages
Answer: E
Tail -f views messages in real-time. Fw log views the Firewall connection logs in
real-time
QUESTION 3:
What commands can display interface statistics (Choose one):
A. Ifconfig -a (iclid)
B. Ipconfig -a (clish)
C. Show interface (clish)
D. Ifconfig -a (clish)
E. Show interface (iclid)
Answer: D, E
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IFconfig is a command line shell utility
Show interface as with all show commands can be run from Iclid
QUESTION 4:
When using voyager what will make permanent changes after a reboot (Choose
one):
A. Clicking apply
B. Clicking apply and then save
C. Saving changes from advanced fw config
D. Clicking apply and rebooting the NAP
Answer: B
Clicking apply only saves changes to the running configuration. Which are overwritten at
startup by /config/db/inital
QUESTION 5:
To what location/directory does Voyager make changes
(Choose one):
A. /config/db
B. /conf/
C. /var/conf
D. /var/admin
Answer: A
Explanation:
Even when manually saving a hostsfile it is temporary. It's config/db/initial (symlinked as
/config/active) and NOT /etc that changes are made to. Changes to /etc are temporary!
QUESTION 6:
You can no longer gain access to your Nokia firewall via secure
communications. What command will give you access and reset http:
A. Voyager -e 0 80
B. Set voyager ssl-level 0
C. Apachd -0 httpd.conf
D. Set Httpd -r -s
Answer: A, B
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Explanation:
The voyager and set voyager commands are the only valid answers listed in the question.
QUESTION 7:
User UID of 0 will give:
A. Admin permissions of root on the machine
B. Backup user permissions on the enforcement module
C. Monitor user permissions
Answer: A
Setting the UID of 0 from the Voyager or the CLI will give the same machine
permissions as the root user on a Nokia IPSO device
QUESTION 8:
What ICLID command will show the version of the OS:
A. Show running config
B. Copy run start
C. Show version
D. Fw Ver
Answer: C
Show version from iclid will show the IPSO version, up time and current system time
QUESTION 9:
Misuse is accepted as non-attack activity from inside the company itself:
A. False
B. True
Answer: B
This is true. Misuse is a common form of non-attack related issue which is normally
associated with users from inside the company itself which is in violation of Acceptable
Corporate usage polices.
QUESTION 10:
The Default priority for VRRP:
A. 100
B. 10
C. 110
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